
! The book of Hebrews strays from the Pauline epistles that it is often categorized 
alongside of, functioning more like a sermon than a letter, in its promotion of endurance 
in Christian faith.  The 12th chapter, our focus for todays lesson, brings to the forefront 
two key themes: Endurance (or perseverance) and Discipline. Both of these themes are 
tied with to a common Pauline thread of suffering, through which we are able to achieve 
certain degree of glory. However, before looking at either of these themes, let us explore 
(in light of our own situation) the setting that the 12th chapter of Hebrews presents us 
with. 
! “Therefore, since we are surrounded by so great a crowd of witnesses…” We 
pause here.  This is the sixth week of training and by now we are close enough friends 
that I can admit something... I am a closet country music fan. Its something that I fought 
for many years (because my “cloud of witnesses,” or college friends in this situation, 
gave me a such a hard time for my musical choice.) I have since accepted my love of 
story in song and think that this is a good time to let Rodney Atkins do the work through 
his song, “Watching You.” 

Driving through town, just my boy and me
With a happy meal in his booster seat

Knowing that he couldnʼt have the toy till his nuggets were gone
A green traffic light turned straight to red

I hit my brakes and mumbled under my breath
As fries went a flying and his orange drink covered his lap

Well, then my four year old said a four-letter word
That started with “s” and I was concerned

So I said “son, now where did you learn to talk like that?”
He said “Ive been watching you dad, ainʼt that cool?

Iʼm your buckaroo, I wanna be like you
And eat all my food, and grow as tall as you are…

I wanna do everything you do so Iʼve been watching you.

Have you ever been there before? We donʼt often acknowledge the slip-ups of our lives 
until, all the sudden, they shine back at us; reflected by someone who we didnʼt know 
was role modeling our actions. You are a Christian. Great. But does that mean that you 
are perfect?  Not a chance! We all slip up, say those four letter words, make bad 
decisions on occasion, etc…  This twelfth chapter of Hebrews carries with it the reminder 
that we are being watched, and that is something that we all need to be aware of as we 
model the faith that has been bestowed upon us, because as the following verse of the 
song demonstrates, our role modeling presents a beautiful opportunity more than its 
being a heavy responsibility.

We got back home, and I went to the barn
I bowed my head and prayed real hard

Said, “Lord, please help me help my stupid self.”
Then this side of bedtime later that night

Turning on my sonʼs Scooby Doo night light
He crawled out of bed and got down on his knees

He closed his little eyes, folded his little hands
And spoke to God like he was talking to a friend

And I said, “Son, now whereʼd you learn to pray like that?”
He said, “Iʼve been watching you dad, ainʼt that cool…”

When you lace up your shoes today and the days ahead remember that you are 
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constantly surrounded by “cloud of witnesses,” in all that you do and every footstep you 
take. Remember that you are representing Christ to the runners that you race alongside 
of; many of who do not know him. Remember that you are representing health, self-care, 
and spiritual/physical discipline to fellow Christians who could grow from these new ways 
of worship, fellowship, and nurture. 
! So what exactly are we representing to this “cloud of witnesses?” In our passage 
today, Paul first calls us to demonstrate perseverance in the race set before us. Through 
your training you are preaching faith and its power over fatigue and stress. Keeping up in 
this world is not easy. Life, larger than a road-race, meets us with what could without 
faith be insurmountable obstacles, unforeseen roadblocks, and physical/emotional/
spiritual exhaustion. “Endurance is not just the ability to bear a hard thing,” states 
William Barclay, “but to turn it into glory.” Smile as you train and pray loudly and boldly 
because your sweat has the opportunity to glisten with the light of Christ for someone 
who needs a boost to make it another mile! Take your trials and turn them to glory! That 
may not mean running through a cramp but pausing from it to walk with a fellow racer 
and sharing together in the battle. It may mean not ignoring an injury but humbly 
stepping to the sidelines where you can cheer for a fellow athlete in their mission. Glory 
is a broad topic; find it in all that you do throughout these weeks, and be a role model of 
Christ to those watching you.
! This passage moves from endurance to discipline in its later verses, “Endure 
hardship as discipline,” it states in verse 7. In this study you might hear several times of 
the three spiritual disciplines of our faith: Fasting, Almsgiving, and Prayer. These are 
also known as self-deprivation, self- expenditure, and the opening of oneʼs self to God. 
To maintain this training regiment you will have to be disciplined and it is helpful to keep 
aware of these three spiritual components. We are not fasting during this training series 
in the popular understanding (at least we hope not because you wonʼt make it too far 
without eating!) Instead you will realize that you are going to have to fast from unhealthy 
habits such as smoking, staying up late, neglecting nutrition, etc. Talk to your group 
about your unhealthy habits (because we all have some) and look together at what a fast 
from these things will mean in your life.  The next discipline is almsgiving or self-
expenditure. As you train you are tithing your sweat, and consider fundraising to support 
larger cause. We often become complacent in our church lives, writing a weekly/
monthly/or yearly check and dropping it in the offering plate; however, almsgiving means 
“expending” or giving of your-self (your “whole” self,) and through this training guide you 
are showing unique and faithful ways of giving back.  The final discipline is prayer, which 
though it sounds simple can be the hardest. Discipline yourself to bring God into your 
training (and not just the painful parts.) Set aside a mile each day to pray for someone in 
your life that is on your heart. Pray for drivers that pass you (even if they annoy you with 
a horn,) pray for fellow runners that you donʼt know, simply pray for everyone that you 
see as you log your miles. Turn your run into a prayer and with every breath speak to 
God who is with you throughout and you will endure for many miles. Most importantly, 
pray ceaselessly that God continues to us you as a role model to those who you have 
been given the opportunity to share a word, smile, or run with!              
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